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Bipolariton coupling in biexciton optical decay: Degenerate and nondegenerate polariton
emissions in CuCl
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Radiative decay of biexcitons wave-vector (K ) selectively generated in a low-K region (0<uK u&2k0) is
studied in CuCl, where 2k0 is the biexciton wave number of degenerate two-photon excitation, and the
bipolariton nature of low-K biexcitons is experimentally demonstrated. All the radiative relaxation channels of
low-K biexcitons are clarified, which dissociate into two lower-branch polaritons and into upper- and lower-
branch polaritons yielding nearly degenerate and nondegenerate pair emission lines, respectively. The three-
dimensional scattering geometry allows for simultaneous observation of both degenerate and nondegenerate
lines. Nearly degenerate two-polariton emissions have larger intensities than nondegenerate emissions. Com-
pletely degenerate emissions fromK52k0 biexcitons have the largest intensity, reflecting singularity of the
joint density of polariton states. These features are in remarkable contrast with the resonant two-photon
absorption process of biexcitons, which shows resonance enhancement not at the degenerate two-photon
energy but at the exciton resonance. In spite of the larger transition probability, nearly degenerate emissions
have a negligible contribution to the emission band arising from thermally distributed biexcitons. The disper-
sion curve of theZ1,2(Z3)-exciton lower~upper!-branch polariton is determined from theK dependence of the
emission energies. The observed emission lines are all unambiguously assigned and the relative intensities of
the simultaneously observed lines are compared with a biexciton radiative decay theory based on the bipolari-
ton model. The energy dependence of the transition probability of the observed biexciton radiative decay
channels is quantitatively reproduced by the theory, verifying that the biexciton radiative decay rate is deter-
mined by the exciton components in final-state polaritons~Hopfield coefficients! through the exciton-exciton
Coulomb interaction. The radiative lifetimes ofK.0 biexcitons are found to be shorter than those ofK
.2k0 biexcitons as expected from the theory. The lifetimes of low-K biexcitons are strongly affected by the
coupling with final two-polariton states, leading to a 20% reduction of the lifetimes compared with the case of
no polariton effects.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.64.045209 PACS number~s!: 71.35.2y, 71.36.1c, 78.55.Hx, 42.65.Yj
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I. INTRODUCTION

The optical processes of biexcitons~excitonic molecules!1

in bulk direct-gap semiconductors are mediated by interm
diate polariton states.2 This offers challenging problems be
cause both exciton-exciton3–5 and exciton-photon interac
tions should be nonperturbatively treated. In terms of
polariton, the problems are restated as follows. Polar
eigenstates are coupled harmonic oscillators of electrom
netic and mechanical waves due to resonant light-matte
teraction, but they break down if nonlinearity arises throu
higher-order interactions.6 In cavity polaritons7 too, this is
one of the intriguing issues.8 Recently polariton-polariton in-
teraction through exciton-exciton interaction is actively stu
ied both experimentally9 and theoretically.10–12This interac-
tion leads to the formation of biexciton bound states1 in the
strong interaction limit, not only in bulk semiconductors b
also in cavity polaritons as identified recently.13,14

The conventional theoretical approach to describe
biexciton optical processes is the giant oscillator stren
~GOS! model,15,16 which treats the interaction as an optic
transition between the biexciton and exciton states. T
model did not include polariton effects originally and th
0163-1829/2001/64~4!/045209~20!/$20.00 64 0452
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has undergone several modifications to account for polar
effects.17,18 Another approach is a bipolariton~BP! model,19

which treats the exciton-exciton interaction rigorously in t
biexciton formation and dissociation processes. The
model involves polariton effects naturally and is conside
to be the most precise model that is presently available.

Polariton effects of biexciton optical processes have
been clearly demonstrated so far. Here we use polariton
fects not for the modification of the signal energy, which
determined by the polariton dispersion and already verifi
in numerous experiments,20–23but for the modification of the
signal intensity due to intermediate polariton states, which
relevant to Hopfield coefficients, i.e., exciton and phot
components in polaritons.2 In order to study polariton effects
in biexciton optics, there are two important aspects to no
First, the effects manifest themselves in spontaneous
cesses and second, biexcitons nearKm50, whereKm is a
biexciton wave number, are most suitable to observe the
fects.

The first important aspect is stated as follows. A varie
of attractive optical phenomena associated with biexcit
have been reported such as two-photon absorption1,15

stimulated emissions,24 four-wave mixing,25–27 optical
©2001 The American Physical Society09-1
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bistability,28 optical stark shift,29 optical soliton
propagation,30 etc. In these stimulated polariton scatteri
regimes, the efficiency of the processes is rather insens
to the polariton eigenstates involved,31,32 because Hopfield
coefficients combine with the corresponding polariton d
sity of states. The process that explicitly depends on
Hopfield coefficients will be observed in the spontaneo
scattering regime.32

Second, according to the BP model, biexciton states
more precisely described by bipolaritons if the wave nu
bersk of the constituent excitons are close to the polari
resonancek.A«bvT /c, where vT is an exciton resonan
frequency and«b is a background dielectric constant. In th
respect, biexcitons nearKm50 are most suitable to stud
polariton effects~bipolariton coupling! becauseKm.0 biex-
citons decay into polaritons that are close to the polari
resonance. Thus polariton modification of biexcitons sho
be large as expected from the BP model. Further, while h
Km biexcitons suffer from intraband relaxation processes
fore radiative decay,33,34 Km.0 biexcitons are free from
them because there would be no final state after pho
emission in the biexciton band35 and the momentum relax
ation rate by defect scattering is negligibly small owing
the near-zero momentum. Since the relaxation channel
Km.0 biexcitons are limited to radiative decay, polarito
effects can be observed without interference with other
fects.

For the two reasons above, the spontaneous decay oKm
;0 biexcitons is the key to the understanding of bipolarit
coupling, but their optical processes are not fully explor
In this field, CuCl has been studied in greatest detail a
prototypical material for exciton-polariton and biexcito
physics1 because the ground-state exciton is the nondege
ate, isotropicZ3 exciton, different from other zinc-blend
semiconductors having theZ1,2 exciton as the lowes
state,36,37 and the binding energies of the exciton and biex
ton are large (ex. 200 meV andem. 32 meV, respec-
tively!. In regard to absorption, polarization spectrosco
was applied to obtain the two-photon absorption line wid
for Km50 biexcitons in CuCl,31 where polariton effects are
studied but not pronounced because of the stimulated
cess. For radiative decay, emissions from low-Km biexcitons
in CuCl were observed using degenerate two-photon exc
tion and theKm dependence of emission energy was o
tained by angle tuning of the two beams,38 but the energy
range studied was not wide and emissions from the e
Km50 biexcitons were not reported.

In order to explain inverse-exciton series recently o
served in CuCl, a rigorous theory of biexciton optical dec
has been developed on the BP model,39 where the radiative
decay is nonperturbatively treated as the spontaneous,
nant dissociation of biexcitons into two polaritons. The r
evant interaction is the exciton-exciton interaction and
transition probability is determined by the exciton comp
nents in final-state polaritons and by a precise structure
the biexciton wave function. The theory has been succ
fully applied to the analysis of inverse-polariton series
CuCl,40 but the theory has not been tested for the most do
04520
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nant decay channels into polaritons associated with
ground-state exciton.

One of the difficulties for testing the theory is the overl
of the absorption and emission processes. As long as ne
degenerate two-photon excitation of biexcitons is employ
both incident and emitted polaritons are ground-state exc
polaritons, thus the emissions tend to be masked by the s
tering of the incident light. This is avoided only if the thre
dimensional energy-momentum conservation1,41 is utilized.
In fact, one can observe nearly degenerate polariton emis
lines on both sides of the excitation laser without overlap42

as was studied in detail by Vuet al.43 and by Itoh and
Suzuki.38 Since then, however, there has been no more
tailed work on these emissions. Completely degenerate t
polariton emissions are the reverse process of degene
two-photon absorption. To the best of our knowledge, th
has been no clear observation of them, probably beca
nondegenerate excitation of biexcitons is needed as dem
strated in this paper. This process is distinguished from o
emission processes because it is expected to reflect the
Hove singularity of the joint density of polariton state
~JDPS!.44

In this paper, we study two polariton emissions from lo
Km biexcitons in CuCl, involving both upper- and lowe
branch polaritons and both one- and three-dimensio
scattering conditions. Here, ‘‘lowKm’’ stands for uKmu
<2k0 ~‘‘high Km’’ for uKmu>2k0), where 2k0 (50.89
3106 cm21) is the wave number of biexcitons produced
degenerate two-photon excitation in CuCl.~Nearly! degener-
ate two-polariton emissions are observed both fromKm.0
andKm.2k0 biexcitons. From this study we give a compr
hensive view of the optical process of optically accessi
low-Km biexcitons and test the radiative decay theory
rigorously comparing the emission intensities.

The description of experimental methods in Sec. II is f
lowed by the experimental results in Sec. III. In Sec. III
nondegenerate two-polariton emission spectra are prese
which are due to the biexciton optical decay into upper- a
lower-branch polaritons in the one-dimensional scatter
geometry. In Sec. III B, emission spectra of both collisio
ally and Km-selectively excited biexcitons are presented
the three-dimensional scattering geometry. Nearly dege
ate two-polariton emission spectra of bothKm.0 and Km
.2k0 biexcitons are shown. In Sec. IV, from the emissi
energies as a function ofKm , the polariton dispersion is
determined in a wide energy region to clarify all the radiati
decay channels ofKm;0 biexcitons. The origins of all the
emission lines are unambiguously identified. In Sec. V,
biexciton radiative decay theory on the BP model is expe
mentally verified with respect to the polariton branches
sociated with the ground-state exciton. High efficiency
degenerate emission processes due to bipolariton couplin
also demonstrated and the difference between absorption
emission processes is clarified. In Sec. VI, theKm depen-
dences of the biexciton decaytime is precisely calculat
which is consistent with all the experimental results.

II. EXPERIMENT

We have measured biexciton emissions in CuCl in a lo
Km region by nondegenerate two-photon resonant excita
9-2
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BIPOLARITON COUPLING IN BIEXCITON OPTICAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 045209
of biexcitons.33 In Fig. 1, the schematic of the one
dimensional biexciton resonant polariton-polariton scatter
process in the antiparallel excitation case is shown with
spect to the dispersion curves of biexcitons and polar
branches associated with the ground-stateZ3-1s exciton in
CuCl. The intersection of the curves indicates the polari
states that satisfy the energy- and momentum-conserva
condition. Biexcitons are resonantly excited via two lowe
branch polaritons, and the resonant dissociation proce
into upper- and lower-branch polaritons and into two low
branch polaritons are observed. The latter process ca
observed in the three-dimensional scattering geometry as
picted for the case of collinear excitation of 2k0 biexcitons in
Fig. 2.

The light source is a high-repetition-rate synchroniz
two-color tunable picosecond uv laser as shown in Fig
The high-repetition picosecond pulses are important both
high spectral resolution and for satisfying the wea
excitation condition to avoid higher-order nonlinearities d
to reexcitation of biexcitons.42 The outputs of a cw mode
locked YAG ~yttrium aluminum garnet! laser and two syn-
chronously pumped dye~Rhodamine 6G! lasers are fre-
quency summed in LiIO3 crystals to deliver two-color
picosecond uv pulses with 375–395 nm tunability, 8 ps
ration, 0.05 nm spectral width, 82-MHz repetition, and
mW maximum average power for each beam. The two la
pulses are synchronized within 1 ps. The output powe
increased by 15 times that in Ref. 33 by replacing a 9
YAG laser and a doubling crystal KTiOPO4 by a 15-W YAG
laser ~Spectron! and a temperature-controlled LiB3O5 crys-
tal, respectively. The improvement in the power of the lig
source by more than one order of magnitude is crucial
the observation of the low-intensity emissions fromKm;0
biexcitons.

FIG. 1. The schematic of the excitation~thick solid arrow! of
biexcitons nearKm50 and the emissions~dashed arrow! shown
with respect to the biexciton and polariton-dispersion curves.
show correctly the directions of the polariton wave vectors un
the momentum conservation, the upward arrows are used for
excitation and emission processes. The LP(H) and UP(H) emis-
sions are emitted in the observation direction while the LP(L) and
UP(L) emissions are observed by internal reflection on the b
surface.
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Platelets of CuCl single crystal~thickness of 10
220 mm) grown from gas phase are immersed in superfl
He at 2 K in a strain-free condition. Biexcitons ofKm

5k1
(0)1k2

(0) are excited by tuning one beam to energy low
than the degenerate two-photon resonant energy, 3.186
and the other to higher energy keeping their sum cons
(Em56.372 eV, biexciton energy!. For antiparallel excita-
tion, samples are illuminated by counterpropagating tw
color beams and emissions are collected on the low-ene
laser side as shown in Fig. 4. For collinear excitatio
samples are illuminated by collinear two-color beams w
the wave vectorsk1

(0) and k2
(0) (k1

(0)ik2
(0)) at a finite inci-

dence angle, and emissions normal to the sample surfac
collected on the illumination side~backward scattering ge
ometry!. For both excitation configurations, two beams a
superposed in a sample both spatially and temporally w
f 5200 mm lenses and with an optical delay, respective
and made left- and right-circularly polarized in a sample
satisfy the polarization selection rule1 and to avoid single-

o
r
th

k

FIG. 2. The biexciton optical decay into the lower-polarito
branch in CuCl under the three-dimensional energy- a
momentum-conservation condition. When biexcitons are excite
2k0 by degenerate two-photon excitation~dashed arrows!, the LEP
and HEP lines~solid arrows! are observed at a finite angle from th
excitation beam. The observable decay paths change continuo
with the observation angle.

FIG. 3. High-repetition synchronized two-color tunable picose
ond uv laser. The powers are improved from those in the previ
paper~Ref. 33! shown in the parentheses. BRF, birefringent filte
l/2, half-wave plate;↔, horizontal polarization;(, vertical polar-
ization.
9-3
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TOKUNAGA, KURIHARA, BABA, MASUMOTO, AND MATSUOKA PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 045209
beam excitation of biexcitons. The excitation intensity
&500 kW/cm2.

Time-integrated emission spectra are taken throug
50-cm monochromator~Chromex! with a photomultiplier
tube at one port as shown in Fig. 4. At the other port of
monochromator, emissions are time resolved with a str
camera ~Hamamatsu! and detected with an electricall
cooled Si charge-coupled device~Princeton!. The time reso-
lution of the system is about 20 ps.

III. RESULTS

A. One-dimensional scattering

Figure 5 shows biexciton emission spectra for the wa
numbers fromKm50 to 1.6k0 by nondegenerate antiparall
two-photon excitation in the one-dimensional scattering
ometry. ForKm50, weak emission lines denoted by UP~up-
per polariton! and LP~lower polariton! are observed at 3.22
eV and 3.145 eV, respectively.45 They are originating from
upper- and lower- branch polaritons~UBP’s and LBP’s! split
from Km50 biexcitons. This is the first observation, to th
best of our knowledge, of UP and LP pair emissions fro
Km50 biexcitons in CuCl.38,46 Their intensities are much
weaker than that of theMT emissions observed by degene
ate two-photon excitation of biexcitons42 nearly by two or-
ders of magnitude. The extremely weak intensity is cons
ered to be the reason for the absence of earlier observa
As Km is shifted from 0, the UP lines split into the UP(H)
and UP(L) lines and the LP lines split into the LP(H) and
LP(L) lines, because degeneracies of the polariton ener
are lifted for KmÞ0 as displayed in Fig. 1. In the prese
configuration, the UP(H) and LP(H) lines are emitted in the
observed direction, while the UP(L) and LP(L) lines are in
the opposite direction and observed by internal reflection
the rear surface.

The UP(H) and LP(L) lines are pair-polariton emissio
lines. As their energy difference increases withKm , their
intensities decrease and are not detectable forKm.0.05
3106 cm21. The other pair lines of UP(L) and LP(H) be-
have oppositely withKm . This intensity change reflects b
polariton coupling in the biexciton radiative decay as will
discussed in Sec. V. In addition, the UP and LP linewid
increase as their energy difference increases. Their full w
at half maximum~FWHM! amounts to 3–4 meV at the ob
served highest UP energy.3.25 eV ~lowest LP energy
.3.13 eV!. This mainly reflects the UBP scattering rate

FIG. 4. Experimental setup with counterpropagating excitat
beams and a monochromator system.
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Their estimated values are larger than previously observ47

because the UBP energy is much higher than before.
tailed analysis about the width will be given separately.48

For Km50.453106 cm21(.k0), the energies of UP(L)
and LP(H) are the same as the longitudinal exciton~marked
by EL) and ML energies, respectively, because biexcito
decay into the bottom of the UBP dispersion curves. Abo
Km5k0, the line shapes of UP(L) and LP(H) emissions are
asymmetric and tailing toward higher and lower energi
respectively, as shown in the spectrum atKm50.70
3106 cm21. This is explained as follows. ForKm.k0, the
higher-energy laser is tuned near the transverse-exciton
ergy, where the band is nearly flat and intermediate excit
are excited with a broad wave number range due to the fi
width of the excitation lasers (.0.5 meV!. Correspondingly,
biexcitons are also excited in a broad range ofKm . In addi-
tion, dE1 /dKm , whereE1 is the final-state polariton energy
increases aboveKm5k0, leading to the broad emissions a
observed. This character will be displayed in Fig. 14. Ac
ally, we further tuned both laser energies to study biexcito
with Km more than.0.83106 cm21, but the features of
emission spectra are not different from those atKm50.70
3106 cm21.

n

FIG. 5. Biexciton emission spectra for the wave numbers fr
Km50 to 0.70 (3106 cm21). The LP(L,H), UP(L,H) emissions
are from k1

(0)2k2
(0) biexcitons and theMT , ML , EX, LEP, and

HEP emissions are from.k1
(0)1k2

(0) biexcitons. The longitudinal
exciton energy is denoted byEL . The emissions labeled by UBP
are attributed to polaritons distributed in the upper-polariton bra
as a result of the intraband relaxation of the UP polaritons.
9-4
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BIPOLARITON COUPLING IN BIEXCITON OPTICAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 045209
In Fig. 5, MT and ML emission lines are also observe
They originate from biexciton emissions leaving transve
and longitudinalZ3-1s excitons behind, respectively. Th
lines marked EX are from the transverse excitons thus g
erated. Note thatKm;0 biexcitons do not decay into suc
high-k transverse exciton states and the radiative transit
into longitudinal excitons are not allowed forKm50 biexci-
tons from the polarization-selection rule. Therefore, th
emissions come from high-Km biexcitons, which are gener
ated by the internal reflection of the beams in the sam
under the collinear excitation condition ofKm.k1

(0)1k2
(0)

(Km is slightly lower thank1
(0)1k2

(0) because of a finite angl
between the input and reflected beams!. Sharpness ofMT

andML emission lines assures that the weak excitation c
dition is satisfied.42 The emissions marked by LEP and HE
between the two lasers are also from.k1

(0)1k2
(0) biexcitons.

They are observed separately from the excitation lasers
cause of the finite angle (.25°) between the excitation
beams and the observation direction as shown in Fig. 4.
tails of these nearly degenerate two-polariton emissions
be given in Sec. III B.

Figure 6 shows time-resolved UP and LP emissions
Km50 andMT emissions atKm.2k0 ~slightly lower than
2k0). The time-integrated spectrum for these simultaneou
observed lines is given in the bottom of Fig. 5. A sing
exponential fit yields decay times of 40–45 ps for UP and
emissions and 50 ps forMT emissions. Since the decay o
theMT emission lines reflects the momentum-~phase-! relax-
ation time rather than the interband-energy-relaxation tim33

the radiative lifetime of.2k0 biexcitons is longer than 50
ps. Actually, the decay time ofML emissions, which is con
sidered to show the true radiative decay,34 is about 55–60 ps
for the same sample. ForKm50 biexcitons, on the othe
hand, the observed decay time represents the radiative
time because there exist no relaxation channels except ra
tive decay. Thus difference in the radiative lifetimes betwe
Km50 andKm.2k0 should be larger than in Fig. 6. Thi
reflects different optical decay channels between low-Km and
high-Km biexcitons and will be analyzed in Sec. VI.

FIG. 6. Time evolution of UP, LP (Km50), andMT emissions
(Km.2k0).
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B. Three-dimensional scattering

In this section we deal with more complex spectra than
the former section, which arise in the three-demensio
scattering condition. Before going toKm-selective excitation,
a typical spectrum of collisionally excited biexcitons
shown for comparison.

1. Collisional excitation

Figure 7 shows emission spectra at strong excitation
the exciton resonance in CuCl. Beside multiple LO Ram
lines and impurity emissions@ I 1 ,S1 ~Ref. 49!#, doubly
peaked, broad emissions ranging from 3.16 to 3.17 eV g
quadratically with the excitation intensity. These are the
calledMT andML bands,50 which are emissions due to biex
citon transition to transverse and longitudinal excitons,
spectively. Because biexcitons are generated by mu
collisions of excitons, the wave vectors (Km’s! of biexcitons
are distributed widely to give rise to broadMT and ML
bands.1,42,50 The tails of the bands toward the lower-ener
side indicate a biexciton distribution toward the highe
energy side~larger Km). In Fig. 7, no remarkable lumines
cence features are found around the two-photon degene
energy, 3.186 eV. Minor structures seen around this ene
are due to impurity emissions because they are linearly
pendent on the excitation intensity. When biexcitons
thermally populated in theKm space, nearly degenerate tw
photon emissions are usually not recognizable50 probably be-
cause of the lower final polariton density of states around
two-photon degenerate energy than at the exciton reso
energy.1,41 This will be clarified in Sec. V A. In order to
observe such emissions,Km-selective excitation of biexci-
tons is necessary as shown in the following.

2. Degenerate collinear excitation

Figure 8 shows emission spectra from biexcitons exci
by a single beamk1

(0) resonant with degenerate two-photo

FIG. 7. Emission spectra of CuCl under resonant excitation
the Z3 exciton band.I 1 andS1 lines are from bound excitons, an
MT and ML bands are from biexcitons created by exciton mut
collisions.
9-5
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energy, 3.186 eV. Emission spectra are measured in a b
scattering geometry. In this configuration, biexcitons
uKmu52k0 are most efficiently excited from the process
Km5k1

(0)1k1
(0) , but simultaneouslyKm.0 biexcitons are

also generated from the process ofKm.6k1
(0)7k1

(0) by the
reflection of one of the beams on the rear surface to sa
the antiparallel excitation condition with the other bea
From 2k0 biexcitons,MT and EX(1s exciton! pair emis-
sions, LEP and HEP pair emissions, andML emissions are
generated.38,42 From Km.0 biexcitons, UP(L) and LP(L)
emissions, which are due to the dissociation into upper-
lower-branch polaritons,38 and LLP emissions, which are du
to the dissociation into two lower-branch polaritons close
the excitation path, are generated. Previously33,42 these lines
were not clearly observed in a single spectrum because
excitation laser power was not sufficient.

The emission spectra are not symmetric with respec
3.186 eV in Fig. 8: The line symmetric to the LLP line
absent, and the sum of the LP(L) and UP(L) energies is
6.362 eV in spite of the biexciton energy of 6.372 eV. This
because the conjugate polariton pairs to these LLP, LPL),
and UP(L) lines are emitted out of the observation so
angle due to the three-dimensional momentum conserva
as shown in Fig. 9. The excitation laser beam~L! is at a finite
incidence angle while emitted light normal to the surface
collected. As a result, LLP emissions are observed w
HLP8 emissions are not. The mark8 denotes the emission
out of the observation direction. Conventionally, nearly d
generate pair emissions are called HEP and LEP irrespe
of the biexciton wave number. For example, in Ref. 38
LLP line is referred to as the LEP~II ! line. Since the spectra
have contributions from bothKm.0 and Km.2k0 biexci-
tons here, we use HEP and LEP for the emissions fromKm
.2k0 biexcitons, and HLP and LLP fromKm.0 biexcitons.

FIG. 8. Emission spectra of biexcitons created by degene
two-photon excitation with a single beam. The wave numbers
biexcitons simultaneously generated are given at the upper
corner. The HEP, LEP,MT , ML , and EX lines are fromuKmu
52k0 biexcitons, and the UP(L), LP(L), and LLP lines are from
uKmu.0 biexcitons.
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Similar discussions hold also for the LP(L) and UP(L) lines,
the conjugate pair emissions UP(H)8 and LP(H)8 of which
are emitted out of the observation direction.

3. Nondegenerate collinear excitation

Figure 10 shows emission spectra from biexcitons exc
by collinear two-color beams@high-energy laser~HL! and
low-energy laser~LL !# in a backscattering geometry. In th
case, the processes ofKm5k1

(0)1k2
(0) and Km.6k1

(0)

7k2
(0) contribute to the biexciton formation. These spec

are also asymmetric as explained in Fig. 11, where LLP
HLP emissions are observed while LLP8 and HLP8 emis-
sions are not. Note that nearly degenerate emissions suc
HLP, LLP, HEP, and LEP lines have a larger bandwidth th
M and EX lines, reflecting the polariton dispersion curv
and the excitation laser bandwidth.

4. Antiparallel excitation

Figure 12 shows biexciton emission spectra at an antip
allel excitation configuration. In this case, biexcitons
uKmu5uk1

(0)2k2
(0)u.0 are predominantly excited, and by in

ternal reflection of the beamsuKmu.2k0 biexcitons are also
generated as shown in Fig. 13. The emission peaks LEP
HEP between the two lasers are from.2k0 biexcitons. The
bottom figure shows the emissions exactly fromuKmu52k0
biexcitons, i.e., completely degenerate two-photon em
sions. They evolve from broad bands into sharp peaks fr
bottom to top with increasingKm . As explained in Sec.
IV B, this feature reflects the finite laser bandwidth and p

te
f
ht

FIG. 9. The schematic of the excitation and emission process
Fig. 8. Together withuKmu52k0 biexcitons,uKmu.u6k1

(0)7k1
(0)u

.0 biexcitons are generated in the direction parallel to the surf
by internal reflection of the excitation beam. The LEP and H
lines from the 2k0 biexcitons are observed after internal reflectio
and the LLP line from theKm;0 biexcitons is directly in the ob-
servation direction. The HLP8 line, which is the conjugate pair o
the LLP, is out of the observation solid angle even after inter
reflection.
9-6
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BIPOLARITON COUPLING IN BIEXCITON OPTICAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 045209
lariton dispersion curves, and the broadest structure at
bottom is due to the singularity of JDPS.44 The minor struc-
tures seen around 3.186–3.187 eV are due to impurity e
sions because they are present at single-beam excitation
the high-energy laser HL.

It is much more difficult to observe completely degener
emissions fromKm50 biexcitons, because in order to avo
overlap with pump scattering, the LBP-UBP excitation pa
should be used, where the generation efficiency of biexcit
is considerably reduced as shown in Sec. V B.

IV. DETERMINATION OF POLARITON DISPERSION

In this section, using the one-dimensional scattering sp
tra in Fig. 5, the polariton dispersion is precisely determin
Then, with this dispersion, the emission peaks of the thr
dimensional scattering spectra in Figs. 8, 10, and 12 are
cisely assigned.

A. One-dimensional scattering

The observed energies of the UP and LP emissions in
5 reflect polariton dispersion curves in CuCl. The stand
one-oscillator polariton dispersion curves21 predict 3.283 eV

FIG. 10. Emission spectra of biexcitons created by nondege
ate two-photon excitation with collinear two-color beams. T
wave numbers of biexcitons simultaneously created are given a
upper right corner in units of 106 cm21. The spectrum~a! is at a
different excitation/observation angle from the spectra~b!–~f!. The
HEP, LEP,MT , ML , and EX lines are fromuKmu5k1

(0)1k2
(0) biex-

citons, and the UP(L), LP(H), HLP, and LLP lines are from
uKmu.0 biexcitons. HEP, LEP, and EX are emissions reflected
the rear surface, and UP(L), LP(H), HLP, LLP, andMT are in the
observing direction.
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and 3.089 eV for the UP and LP emissions fromKm50
biexcitons, respectively. These energies deviate far from
observed UP and LP energies, thus requiring for higher
cillators to be included in the dispersion curves. Need
such a multiple oscillator model was previously discussed
CuCl,38,51,52 but the model was compared with the expe
ments only in narrow energy ranges of observation. T
wide energy range of the present observation allows us
determine multiple polariton dispersion curves more p
cisely.

In order to explain the emission energies from low-Km
biexcitons, the peak energies of the two excitation lasers
four emission lines are plotted againstKm in Fig. 14. The
experimental results are obtained from two samples inve
gated in detail. Polariton dispersion curves are calculated
a two-oscillator model (Z3 andZ1,2 1s exciton! as follows:38

\c2k2

E2
5«b1

a1sET
2

ET
22E2

1
aZEt

2

Et
22E2

~1!

5«b

~EL
22E2!~El

22E2!

~ET
22E2!~Et

22E2!
. ~2!

Here ET (EL) and Et (El) are the transverse~longitudinal!
Z3 and Z1,2 exciton energies, respectively (ET[E1s ,Et
[EZ), and a1s and aZ are exciton-photon coupling con
stants. For one-oscillator polaritons,EL85A11a1s /«bET

andEl85A11aZ /«bEt are the longitudinal energies, but i

r-

he

n

FIG. 11. The schematic of the excitation and emission proc
for Fig. 10. Together withuKmu5k1

(0)1k2
(0) biexcitons, uKmu

.u6k1
(0)7k2

(0)u.0 biexcitons are generated at the angleud from
the surface by internal reflection of the excitation beams. The L
and HLP lines, which are due to emissions at 90°6ud from the
wave vectors of theKm.0 biexcitons, are in the observation dire
tion while the HLP8 and LLP8 lines, which are the conjugate pair
of the LLP and HLP, are out of the observation solid angle. T
energies of LEP and LLP~HEP and HLP8) lines almost coincide
with each other, thus the two lines overlap to show the higher p
intensity than the HEP lines. A double-peak structure of the L
lines is recognized by a closer look of the lines in Fig. 10.
9-7
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FIG. 12. Emission spectra of biexcitons created by nondege
ate two-photon excitation with antiparallel beams. The wave nu
bers of biexcitons simultaneously created are given at the u
right corner in units of 106 cm21. The HEP, LEP,MT , ML , and
EX lines are fromuKmu.2k0 biexcitons, and the UP(L) and LP(H)
lines are fromuKmu5uk1

(0)2k2
(0)u biexcitons.

FIG. 13. The schematic of the excitation and emission proc
for Fig. 12. Together withuKmu5uk1

(0)2k2
(0)u.0 biexcitons,uKmu

.u6k1
(0)7k2

(0)u.2k0 biexcitons are generated in the direction a
most normal to the surface by internal reflection of the excitat
beams to emit HEP, LEP,MT , and EX emissions. For the calcula
tions shown in Figs. 15 and 16, both wave vectors ofuKmu5uk1

(0)

2k2
(0)u and uKmu.2k0 biexcitons can be taken to be normal to t

surface without appreciable errors.
04520
Eq. ~2!, EL,EL8 and El.El8 because of the polariton cou
pling of the two oscillators~Appendix A!.

The energies of emitted polaritons as a function ofKm are
calculated under energy and momentum conservation t
the experimental results, withEt , El8 , and «b as variable
parameters. The biexciton wave number in the experimen
determined byKm5k1

(0)2k2
(0) , where the input polariton

wave numbers ofk1
(0) andk2

(0) are iteratively calculated from
the dispersion curves assumed with the given pump-la
energies. The solid curves in Fig. 14 give the best fit, sho
ing an excellent agreement between the theory and exp
ment. The calculated UP and LP energies are 3.228 eV
3.144 eV, respectively. Here we employed a quasipart
excitation scheme by Tait,53 where the wave number is we
defined as a real value and the frequency is a complex v
such that excited particles decay as a function of time. T
quasiparticle solution of polariton dispersions is insensit
to damping parameters in the frequency. In this case
damping of theZ1,2 exciton can be set to be zero witho
losing reliability of the fitting, although it is expected to b
around 10 meV.54 The good fit indicates that a quasipartic
picture is adequate for describing the radiative decay of tw
photon generated biexcitons.

Parameter values determined from the fitting are listed
Table I.45 For theZ3 exciton and biexciton, the values in Re
21 are used~theZ1,2 exciton mass is taken to be the same

r-
-
er

ss

n

FIG. 14. One-dimensional scattering: The two excitation la
energies and four emission energies as a function of the biexc
wave numberKm are displayed with experimental results~dots! in
Fig. 5, calculated results~solid curves! by a two-oscillator (Z3 and
Z1,2) model, and the corresponding polariton dispersion cur
~dashed curves!. The gradients of the curves,dE/dKm , explain
broad features of the UP and LP lines atKm50.703106 cm21 in
Fig. 5 ~see text in Sec. III!. Since the UP and LP lines show th
similar broad features aboveKm50.53106 cm21, the experimen-
tal points are not reliably obtained in this region.
9-8
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BIPOLARITON COUPLING IN BIEXCITON OPTICAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 045209
the Z3 exciton! and «b is so determined that 2k050.89
3106 cm21 ~Ref. 55!. The Z1,2 exciton parameters and«b
here coincide well with the values in Ref. 56. The dispers
curves determined shows that the polariton above 3.228
~the UP energy for theKm50 biexciton! is better described
by the Z1,2-1s LBP rather than by theZ3-1s UBP. This
nature is clarified by comparing the magnitudes of theZ1,2
and Z3 exciton components in the polariton@see Eq.~13!#.
Details ofZ1,2 exciton-polaritons will be reported in Ref. 48

B. Three-dimensional scattering

As seen in Figs. 8 and 10, the LLP and HLP emissio
have a much larger intensity than the UP(L) and LP(H,L)
emissions. The biexciton radiative decay theory on the
model will be tested by a precise comparison of these em
sion intensities with the theory. For this purpose, we sho
compare emissions from biexcitons with the same wave v
tor and emitted in the same direction. In this section,
make a precise assignment of all the observed emission
under the three-dimensional energy-momentum conserva
law, in preparation for the analysis on the emission inten
in Sec. V.

1. Collinear excitation

The assignment of the emission processes schemati
shown in Figs. 9 and 11 for the collinear excitation case
confirmed by the following procedure. We have calcula
the emission energy as a function ofKm at fixed incidence
and observation angles using the polariton dispersion de
mined in Sec. IV A. Given the two laser energiesE1

(0) and
E2

(0) and the external incident angleuex , the wave vectors of
low-Km biexcitons and the energies of polariton emissio
normal to the surface, i.e., LLP, HLP, UP(L,H), and
LP(L,H) emissions are calculated as follows.

For the external incidence angleuex , the internal inci-
dence angleu in is obtained from

sinuex5n~E!sinu in . ~3!

Here, the refractive indexn(E) is taken to be a constant, th
value at 3.186 eV. Then, for the polariton wave numb
k1

(0)5k(E1
(0)) andk2

(0)5k(E2
(0)), low-Km biexcitons of

Km5A~k1
(0)!21~k2

(0)!222k1
(0)k2

(0)cos~2u in! ~4!

are generated by internal reflection. The deviation angleud
of Km from the sample surface, as shown in Fig. 11, is o
tained from

Kmcosud5~k1
(0)1k2

(0)!sinu in . ~5!

TABLE I. Parameters used for fitting to the experimental
sults. The energy unit is eV.EL85(11a1s /«b)1/2ET and El85(1
1aZ /«b)1/2Et .

Parameters «b ET EL8 EL Et El8 El

4.3 3.2022 3.21 3.2079 3.267 3.288 3.289
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Thus, polaritons emitted in the direction normal to t
sample surface is at the angleuobs from Km ,

uobs590°6ud . ~6!

When the two laser energies are degenerate (k1
(0)5k2

(0)), the
wave vectors of low-Km biexcitons are parallel to the surfac
and polariton emissions at the angleuobs590° are observed
(ud50°) as shown in Fig. 9. Figure 15 shows the calcula
emission energy as a function of biexciton wave numbe
the anglesuobs of 0°, 180°, 90°, and 90°6ud with the ex-
ternal ~experimental! incidence angleuex525°. The curves
denoted by 90° and by 90°6ud (ud523°) explain the spec-
tra in Figs. 8 and 10~e!, respectively. The wave vectors o
high-Km biexcitons simultaneously generated are given
Km5k1

(0)1k2
(0) , and the energies of HEP and LEP emissio

normal to the surface (uobs5u in) are also displayed in Fig
15. The experimental points given by the filled triangles a
squares agree very well with the calculated curves.

FIG. 15. Three-dimensional scattering: The energies of po
iton emissions from biexcitons as a function ofKm calculated at the
laser external incidence angleuex525° and at the normal observa
tion angle. The calculated curves are labeled by the internal po
iton scattering angleuobs from Km . The curves for the conjugate
pair emissions~HLP8, LLP8, UP8, LP8!, which are symmetric to the
curves labeleduobs590°, 90°6ud(ud523°) with respect to 3.186
eV, are not displayed because they are out of the observation d
tion. Triangles~m! shown experimental results@LLP, LP~L!, UP~L!,
LEP, HEP emissions and the excitation laserL# for the degenerate
excitation case in Fig. 8. Squares~j! show experimental results
@LLP, HLP, LP~H!, UP(L), LEP, HEP, LL, HL# for the nondegen-
erate excitation case in Fig. 10~e!. Note thatud515° for the spectra
in Figs. 10~d! andud534° in Fig. 10~f!, as the direction ofKm is
varied depending on the excitation laser energies. Circles~d! show
experimental results@LEP, HEP, LP~H!, UP~L!, LL, HL# for the
antiparallel excitation case in Fig. 12~d!.

-
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TOKUNAGA, KURIHARA, BABA, MASUMOTO, AND MATSUOKA PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 045209
From Fig. 15, it is confirmed that the LLP, LP(L), and
UP(L) lines in Fig. 8 and the HLP and LP(H) lines in Fig.
10 come from polaritons emitted in the same direction a
from biexcitons of the same wave vector.

2. Antiparallel excitation

The observed emission energies for the antiparallel e
tation case in Fig. 12 are explained by the calculation
follows. For the internal incidence angleu in , the wave num-
ber of high-Km biexcitons is obtained by

Km5A~k1
(0)1k2

(0)!2cos2u in1~k1
(0)2k2

(0)!2sin2u in. ~7!

Since the wave vector is almost normal to the surface,
can readily obtain the energies of HEP and LEP emission
the exit angle ofuout50°. Further, we can estimate th
widths of emission lines from the excitation laser bandwid
.0.5 meV, and the polariton dispersion curves as follow
For Km5k11k2 andvm5v11v2, the relationDKm5Dk1
1Dk25(dk1 /dv12dk2 /dv2)Dv1 holds. If Gaussian
shapes are assumed for the two excitation pulses with
same widthsDv0, the emission line widthDv is calculated
as

DKm
(0)5S dk1

(0)

dv1
2

dk2
(0)

dv2
DDv0

A2
, ~8!

Dv5
DKm

(0)

S dk1

dv1
2

dk2

dv2
D . ~9!

Here, the factor 1/A2 is needed in the absorption proce
because the molecule distribution is proportional to the pr
uct of two Gaussian beamsI 1(v)I 2(v). Figure 16 shows the
results of calculation in reasonable agreement with the
perimental widths. The observed width is larger than the c

FIG. 16. The energies of the HEP and LEP emission lin
~circles d), the energies of the excitation lasers HL and L
~squaresj), the full widths at half maximum of the HEP and LE
lines ~trianglesm) taken from Fig. 12, and the calculated emissi
energy ~solid curves! and width ~dashed curve! at the incidence
angleuex530° of the lasers with the bandwidths of 0.5 meV.
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culated width, partly because of the contribution from t
finite solid angle of observation, which is estimated to
about 0.8 meV~FWHM for 62.5°), and partly because o
the elastic scattering of high-Km biexcitons,33 which ob-
scures an initially sharp distribution of the biexciton wa
vector to cause an additional broadening of the emiss
width.

We can compare the intensity ratio betweenMT and LEP,
HEP lines if high-Km biexcitons are generated evenly in bo
directions by internal reflection. This condition is consider
to be satisfied because there is no reason for asymmetr
not, they cannot be compared as they are since theMT emis-
sion is in the backward direction and the LEP and HEP em
sions are in the forward direction.

V. ANALYSIS ON BIEXCITON EMISSION INTENSITY

A. Comparison with biexciton radiative decay theory

The strength of polariton effects is scaled by the polari
parameter Vn

2,31 defined by \Vn5(an /«b)1/2Ens

.A2DLT
(n)Ens, whereEns is thenth exciton energy andDLT

(n)

is its longitudinal-transverse splitting. This gives the pola
iton Rabi frequency, i.e., the splitting energy at the inters
tion of photon and exciton branches\k5A«bE1s /c. Since
Vn for the ground-state exciton in CuCl is larger (\V1s
;224 meV! than the biexciton binding energy (em532
meV!, a perturbative treatment on the exciton-photon int
action is not appropriate but the BP model19 should be ap-
plied for the biexciton optical decay in CuCl especially for
low-Km region. This is usually the case for other bulk direc
gap semiconductors too. In this model, the biexciton re
nant dissociation into two polariton eigenstates is rigorou
treated and is interpreted to be mediated by the excit
exciton attractive Coulomb interaction. The radiative tran
tion probability of biexcitons of (Em ,Km) into polaritons of
(E1 ,k1) and (E2 ,k2) is expressed by39,40 ~see Appendix B!

g~Km ,k1!}r~k1 ,k2!ue1•e2u2

3UB1s~k1!B1s~k2!emE dRC~R!U2

, ~10!

wherer(k1 ,k2) is the JDPS given by

r~k1 ,k2!5
1

dE1

dk1
2

dE2

dk2
cos~u11u2!

~11!

with the internal scattering angleu (u5u11u2) betweenk1
andk2 , u1,2 is the angle betweenk1,2 andKm , ue1•e2u2 is the
polarization factor given by 11cos2u,17 B1s is the Hopfield
coefficient that represents the 1s exciton component in the
polariton,2,17,32em is the biexciton binding energy, andC(R)
is the biexciton envelope wave function. Note thatu1
5uobs in Sec. IV. Equation~10! is a special case of Eq.~3!
in Ref. 39: OnlyC1,1(0)5*dRC(R) is taken into account
with the approximate biexciton wave function o
C(R)f1s(r1)f1s(r2), wheref1s is the envelope wave func
tion of theZ3-1s exciton, andKm andk1 are taken to be zero

s
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BIPOLARITON COUPLING IN BIEXCITON OPTICAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 045209
@C1,1(k)5C1,1(0),em(k)5em(0)# because they are muc
smaller than the inverse radius of the biexciton wa
function.3,4 The biexciton translational motion,Km , affects
the radiative decay rate for the much higher-Km region than
the present region of observation as shown in Fig. 5 of R
33. The polarization factor, which comes from the spin str
tures of excitons, has not been included previously39,40 be-
cause it is not needed for the analysis on the emission
cesses in the one-dimensional scattering geometry.

The biexciton emission intensity is obtained as

I ~Km ,E1!}T~E1!k1
2g~Km ,k1!, ~12!

where the factor ofk1
2 comes from the solid angle of obse

vation andT(E1) is the transmissivity of the sample give
by 4n(E1)/@11n(E1)#2. For the calculation, the two
oscillator polariton dispersion determined in Fig. 14 is us
and B1s is evaluated by the Hopfield theory generalized
multiple-branch polaritons32,57 such that the modification by
theZ1,2 exciton is included. The explicit form ofB1s includ-
ing theZ1,2 exciton reads

B1s~k!5 i S a1s

«b
D 1/2 X1s

1/2

12X1s
2

3
1

F11
a1s

«b
~12X1s

2 !221
aZ

«b
~12XZ

2!22G1/2,

~13!

where X1s5E(k)/E1s and XZ5E(k)/EZ . This form is re-
duced to the well-known form for the one-oscillat
case2,17,18 in the limit of aZ50.

1. Km-selective excitation

Figure 17 shows the respective contributions of the f
tors in Eq.~12! to the emission intensity, calculated at th
fixed scattering angle ofu5p with the biexciton wave num-
ber varied aroundKm;0. The correction by thek1

2 factor
comes from the mode density within a fixed, finite so
angle of observation in the experiment. Here, we do not c
sider damping of polaritons during the propagation in
sample, which should cause a significant decrease in
emitted photon intensity as the energy approaches the e
ton energy, 3.202 eV.58,59 A few percent correction of the
emission intensity by the photon energy is also neglected
shown by the thick solid curves in Fig. 17~a!, without the
correction factor, the intensity (g}ruBBu2) is largest at the
degenerate two-polariton emission energy 3.186 eV
shows wide resonance behavior reflecting the large-polar
Rabi splitting\V1s . This is in remarked contrast with th
two-photon resonant absorption intensity, which shows
sharp resonance enhancement at the exciton energy.31

Figure 18 shows the respective contributions in Eq.~12!
to the emission intensity, calculated at the fixed biexci
wave number ofuKmu52k0 with the scattering angleu var-
ied. The matrix element~thick solid curve! shown in Fig.
18~a! is the same as that in Fig. 17~a!, and the JDPS~thin
solid curves! depends on the internal scattering angleu. The
correction factor by the transmission and solid angle of
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servation is the same as in Fig. 17~b!. Note that the matrix
element uBBu2 is almost constant in the energy range
3.17–3.202 eV. This means that it is practically impossi
to identify the contribution of the Hopfield coefficients (uBBu
formula! as long as the observation is limited to the LB
LBP channels as has been done previously.

The results of calculation with all the contributions t
gether in Eq.~12! are shown by the solid curves in Fig. 19
comparison with the experimental results. Note that there
no free fitting parameters used for the calculation, and t
the curves close to 3.202 eV cannot be directly compa
with the experimental results since the damping is omitt
The filled circles in Fig. 19~a! shows the intensity ratios o
the LLP and LP(L) emissions and of the HLP and LP(H)
emissions in Figs. 8 and 10, taken from the results on f
samples. The open triangles and filled circles in Fig. 19~b!
show the intensity ratios of the HEP, LEP, andMT lines in
Figs. 10~a!, 10~b!, and 12. As proved in Sec. IV, these emi
sion lines are from biexcitons with the same wave vector a
emitted in the same direction.60 Therefore their intensities
are proportional to the values normalized by the biexci
density and are directly comparable with Eq.~12!. The ex-
perimental results are quantitatively reproduced by
theory, thus the biexciton radiative decay theory on the

FIG. 17. ~a! The biexciton radiative transition probability as
function of the emitted polariton energy~thick solid curves! on the
antiparallel emission condition ofu11u25p with Km varied from
22k0 to 2k0 for LBP-LBP and from20.89k0 to 2k0 for UBP-
LBP, due to the transition matrix elementuB1s(k1)B1s(k2)u2 ~thin
solid curves! and the joint density of polariton statesr
51/(dE1 /dk11dE2 /dk2) ~dashed curves!. ~b! The correction fac-
tor ~thick solid curve! for the detected emission intensity due to t
sample transmission,T(E) ~thin solid curve!, and due to the solid
angle of observation,k1

2 ~dashed curve!.
9-11
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model is experimentally verified.
Although the transition matrix element between tw

polariton and biexciton states is the same for both calc
tions, the result in Fig. 19~b! shows a much larger intensity a
3.186 eV than in Fig. 19~a!. This difference comes from th
JDPS. In Fig. 19~b!, two polaritons are emitted in the sam
direction, showing the van Hove singularity atu50 with
Km52k0 in Eq. ~11!.44,61 Note that this singularity does no
affect the two-photon absorption ofKm52k0 biexcitons.62

In the calculations in Fig. 19, errors caused by the
proximations of ~a! u5p ~antiparallel scattering! and ~b!
Km52k0 are smaller than the error bars in the experimen
data ~uncertainty in estimation of the emission area inte
sity!. In Fig. 19~a!, the errors from the antiparallel approx
mation are within a few percent of that of a precise calcu
tion with ud . In Fig. 19~b!, the experimental results for Fig
12 ~filled circles! are on the condition ofu.0 with Km var-
ied, while the calculated results are on the condition ofKm
52k0 with u varied. But both results can be mutually com
pared since the JDPS withu50 ~dotted curves! are not much
different from that withu varied ~thin solid curves! in Fig.
18~a!, and the polarization factor gives a less than 10% d
ference between 3.18 eV and 3.192 eV in Fig. 18~b!.

To be strict, there are appreciable differences between
experiment and theory both in Figs. 19~a! and 19~b!. In Fig.

FIG. 18. ~a! The transition matrix elementuB1s(k1)B1s(k2)u2

~thick solid curve!, the joint density of polariton statesr
51/udE1 /dk12cosudE2 /dk2u ~thin solid curves! as a function of
the energy of polaritons emitted from biexcitons ofKm52k0 with
the internal polariton scattering angleu varied from 0 top. Here,
u5u11u2 andu15uobs. The joint density of polariton states ca
culated withu50 ~dotted curves! is also shown for comparison.~b!
The polarization factorue1•e2u2511cos2u ~thick solid curve!, and
u1 ~thin solid curve! and u2 ~dotted curve! as a function of the
polariton energy.
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19~a!, the LP(L) intensities around 3.14 eV are smaller th
the calculated values as shown by the open triangles. T
may partly come from the approximation in Eq.~10!, where
the biexciton wave function is modeled by an envelope fu
tion C(R) as explained in Appendix B. In Fig. 19~b!, the

FIG. 19. ~a! The biexciton emission intensity as a function
the emitted polariton energy forKm;0 biexcitons. Solid curves:
calculated results withu11u25p ~antiparallel emission condition!
as the biexciton wave number is varied fromKm522k0 to Km

52k0 for LBP-LBP and fromKm520.89k0 to Km52k0 for UBP-
LBP. Filled circles (d): experimental results in Figs. 8 and 1
Open triangles (n): experimental results magnified ten times. T
error bars indicate uncertainty in estimation of the frequen
integrated intensities. The relative intensity of the LP(L) @LP(H)#
line with respect to that of the LLP~HLP! line is plotted with the
latter intensity normalized to the calculated value. The deviation
the experimental point from the curve at 3.155 eV is partly due
the underestimation of the HLP intensity in Fig. 10~f!, where the
HLP line is overlapped with the laser scattering~HL!. ~b! The biex-
citon emission intensity as a function of the emitted polariton
ergy for Km;2k0 biexcitons. Solid curves: calculated results
Km52k0 (0.8853106 cm21) as u1 is varied from 0° to 180°.
Filled circles (d): experimental results in Fig. 12. Open triangl
(n): experimental results in Figs. 10~a! and 10~b!, where theMT

emissions are in the observing direction while the HEP and L
emissions are observed after internal reflection on the rear sur
so that the HEP and LEP intensities are corrected with the refl
tivity. The relative intensity of the LEP~HEP! line with respect to
that of theMT line is plotted. The vertical axes in~a! and ~b! are
scaled in the same unit such that the calculated intensity is mutu
compared. For both~a! and ~b!, the calculated results at 3.17 e
correspond toMT emissions fromKm52k0 biexcitons in a back-
scattering geometry.
9-12
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BIPOLARITON COUPLING IN BIEXCITON OPTICAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 045209
increase of the observed emission intensity toward 3.186
is less pronounced than the theoretical curve. This differe
comes partly from the finite laser widths, which are not co
sidered in the calculation. Actually the emission intensity i
value integrated over the emission width, which smooths
the divergence at the degenerate energy. As pointed ou
Sec. IV B, the elastic scattering of biexcitons should also
responsible for the broadening of the emission lines, and
for the difference here.63

2. Collisional excitation

As shown in Figs. 17–19, nearly degenerate emissions
more efficient processes than nondegenerate emiss
around theMT energy ~.3.17 eV! when biexcitons are
Km-selectively excited. This raises a question as to w
nearly degenerate emissions are absent for collisionally
cited biexcitons in Fig. 7 in spite of their higher emissio
efficiency. In order to clarify this quantitatively, the calcul
tion of the emission spectrum is performed for biexcito
distributed in a wide wave-number region as follows. Wh
biexcitons are distributed isotropically at a fixed wave nu
ber Km ~on the sphere of the radiusKm), the emission spec
trum observed from one direction is~Appendix C!

I ~Km ,E1!}
du1

dE1

3
k1

2sinu1~11cos2u!uB1s~k1!B1s~k2!W1,1C1,1u2

dE1

dk1
2

dE2

dk2
cosu

~14!

5
dkz

dE1

~11cos2u!uB1s~k1!B1s~k2!W1,1C1,1u2

dE1

dk1

1

k1
1

dE2

dk2

1

k2

, ~15!

wherekz is the projection ofk1 ontoKm , andW1,1 andC1,1
are generalized forms ofem and *dRC(R) in Eq. ~10!,
which are both defined in Appendix B. Here only the tran
verse exciton~coupled with the photon! is taken into accoun
as the final state. Then, the total emission spectrum fo
biexciton distribution functionf (Km) is obtained by

F~E!5E dKmI ~Km ,E! f ~Km!Km
2 . ~16!

For simplicity, we takef (Km)51 ~constant! and the integra-
tion is made fromKm50 to 103106 cm21. In the above
equation, thek dependences ofW1,1 and C1,1 should be in-
cluded, different from the case forKm;0 in Eq. ~10!. The
explicit forms ofW1,1(k12k2) andC1,1(k12k2) are given in
Appendix B. ForC1,1, however, we assumeC1,151 ~con-
stant! since the biexciton wave function is not precise
known. This is equivalent to the assumption that the size
the biexciton wave function is much smaller than 1/Km . This
approximation will result in an appreciable difference f
Km.53106 cm21 but within a factor of 2.33 Figure 20~a!
shows the calculated result forF(E) together with the re-
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spective contributionsI (Km ,E) from Km50, 0.1, 0.3, 0.6,
0.9, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 103106 cm21. Since internal reflection
and relaxation of the final excitons are not taken into
count, the spectrum above 3.186 eV is unrealistic but it he
to see the relation between theM-band energy and the exc
ton energy. The asymmetry of the spectrumF(E) is caused
by the increase in the biexciton energy withKm , as seen in
the blue shift of the center of theI (Km ,E) spectra. As op-
posed to the larger transition probability demonstrated in F
19, the emission intensity around the degenerate energ
negligibly small in Fig. 20~a!. This is because the effects o
the initial biexciton density of states (Km

2 ) and the final po-
lariton density of states (dkz /dE1) are superior to the effect
of the matrix element (uBBWCu2) and the JDPS
@1/dE1 /dk12(dE2 /dk2)cosu#, which becomes significan
only in the case ofu.0 andKm.2k0 ~i.e., k1.k2). This is

FIG. 20. ~a! Top: the calculated emission spectrumF(E) using
Eq. ~15! of biexcitons distributed homogeneously in the band fro
Km50 to 103106 cm21. The transition into the longitudinal exci
ton is not considered. Bottom: the calculated emission spect
I (Km ,E) of biexcitons distributed isotropically at the fixed wav
number of Km50, 0.1, 0.3, 0.6, 0.9, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 1
3106 cm21. ~b! Results of calculation using Eq.~17!, i.e., without
the matrix element, joint density of polariton states, and polari
tion factor.
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TOKUNAGA, KURIHARA, BABA, MASUMOTO, AND MATSUOKA PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 045209
already evident from Figs. 10 and 12: if the emission inte
sities normalized by the bandwidthDE are compared, the
MT intensity is larger than the intensity of nearly degener
emissions owing to the concentration of final polariton de
sity of states. Note that in Fig. 19 the emission intensit
integrated over the total bandwidth are analyzed on the c
dition of fixed DKm in both theory and experiment.

It is readily shown that the simple calculation without t
matrix element~including the polarization factor! and JDPS
gives little difference from the rigorous calculation abov
Figure 20~b! shows the results with the integrand in Eq.~15!
as a constant, i.e., by only taking account of the distribut
of the emission energy~final polariton density of states! as
follows.

I ~Km ,E1!}
dkz

dE1
. ~17!

Although I (Km ,E) are different between Figs. 20~a! and
20~b!, F(E) are almost identical. The difference is foun
only around the degenerate energy in the magnified scal
1000 times.

Figure 21 shows the result for a Boltzmann distribution
f (Km)5exp@2(Km

2 /2Mm)/kBT# with T520 K andI (Km ,E)
using Eq.~15!, in fair agreement with the experimental r
sults given in Fig. 7. To conclude, the correction by polarit
effects (BB formula! for the M-band spectra from thermall
distributed biexcitons can be safely neglected for most of
cases. This justifies previous simple analyses ofM bands
without the matrix element.64

B. Two-photon absorption and two-photon emission

Figure 5 shows that the UP and LP emission intensi
decrease as their energy difference increases. In order to
plain this behavior quantitatively, both biexciton generati
and biexciton radiative decay processes should be tre
precisely including polariton effects.

FIG. 21. Top: the calculated emission spectra of biexcitons h
ing Boltzmann distributions ofT55, 10, 20, and 40 K. Bottom: the
MT band in Fig. 7 is compared with the calculated spectrum foT
520 K.
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The biexciton population density is proportional to th
two-photon absorption intensity. For the two-input las
beams of energiesE1

(0) and E2
(0) satisfying Em5E1

(0)

1E2
(0) , the biexciton density is given by31

Nm~Km!}I 1I 2T~E1
(0)!T~E2

(0)!

3
uV1su2uV1su2

uE1s2E1
(0)2 iG1su2uE1s2E2

(0)2 iG1su2

3UemE dRC~R!U2

, ~18!

whereG1s is the polarization decay rate of theZ3-1s exciton,
andI 1 andI 2 are the intensities of the two excitation beam
Here G1s can be neglected because it is less than
meV.58,59 To avoid divergence in the numerical calculatio
G1s is taken to be 0.03 meV. In Eq.~18!, the polarization
factor is omitted because of the one-dimensional excita
geometry (u5p).

The observed emission intensity in Fig. 5 is calculat
with Eqs.~10! and ~18! as

I ~Km ,E1!}Nm~Km!g~Km ,k1!T~E1!k1
2 . ~19!

In g(Km ,k1), r(k1 ,k2)}1/@vg(k1)1vg(k2)# and ue1•e2u2
52 ~antiparallel scattering!, wherevg is the polariton group
velocity. The experimental result to be compared with t
formula is the LP emission intensity in Fig. 5. The UP em
sion intensity is not suitable because UBP’s are subjec
relaxation into LBP’s during propagation to the surface47

requiring an additional factor in the analysis. Figure
shows the LP emission intensity as a function of energy
the experiment and the theory with Eq.~19!. The theory
reproduces the experimental results fairly well. For a m
precise analysis, Eq.~19! should be slightly modified to in-

v-

FIG. 22. The LP emission intensity as a function of energy
the experiment~dots! in Fig. 5 and the calculation~solid curves! by
Eq. ~19!. The calculated results are normalized appropriately to
with the experimental results. The error bars indicate uncertaint
estimation of the frequency-integrated intensities. Also shown
the corresponding biexciton densityNm(Km) ~dashed curve! and the
emission intensity per biexciton densityg(Km,E1)T(E1)k1

2 ~dotted
curve!.
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clude the effect of how large is the contribution of the o
served emission channel in the total radiative decay chan
calculated in Sec. VI, and the experimental intensity sho
be corrected about fluctuations in the excitation laser pow
on tuning the energies and in alignment accuracy to ove
the two beams.

An apparent difference between the absorption and em
sion processes should be noted. The absorption proces
Eq. ~18! is most efficient when one of the excitation lasers
at the exciton resonance,31 while the radiative decay proces
by Eq. ~10! is most efficient at the degenerate two-phot
energy, 3.186 eV. The different energy dependence betw
the induced absorption and spontaneous emission proce
shown by Eqs.~18! and ~10! is due to the difference
in the measured quantities.32 In both processes, th
transition probability between the initial and final stat
is expressed by the same transition matrix eleme
ue1•e2B1s(k1)B1s(k2)em*dRC(R)u2, as in Eq.~10!. In the
emission process of biexcitons, the time-integrated inten
normalized by the biexciton density is obtained. This is p
portional to the quantum efficiency of the biexciton-t
polariton transition~the polariton numbersni5nj51), thus
the originaluBBu formula is retained. In the absorption pro
cess, on the other hand, there are two input beams of
stant flux densitiesI 1 and I 2 (W/cm2), and the intensities o
the transmitted~diffracted! beams are normalized byI 1I 2 to
yield thex (3) formula as in Eq.~18!. In this case the polar
iton number densitynj is not unity but is given bynj
5I j /v jvg(kj ) (cm23), wherev j is the energy~J! of a single
polariton andvg(kj ) is the polariton group velocity~cm/s!.
Due to the dispersion ofvg(kj ), the resonance denominato
of theB coefficients are canceled and replaced by those h
ing a sharp exciton resonance as described in Ref. 65.

VI. WAVE-NUMBER DEPENDENCE OF BIEXCITON
RADIATIVE LIFETIME

In order to explain the dynamical behavior of biexcito
observed in Fig. 6, the biexciton radiative decay rate is c
culated by integrating the transition probability over all po
sible radiative decay channels66 as follows~Appendix C!:

G~Km!}E dk1dk2d~Km2k12k2!d~Em2E1

2E2!ue1•e2u2uB1s~k1!B1s~k2!u2 ~20!

}E dkz

ue1•e2u2uB1s~k1!B1s~k2!u2

dE1

dk1

1

k1
1

dE2

dk2

1

k2

,

~21!
whereKm is taken along thez axis andkz is thez component
of k1. Decay channels involved are LBP1LBP, LBP1UBP,
and LBP1LE, where LE represents a longitudinal excito
Recently found channels into the higher polariton branc
are omitted because of their negligibly small intensity.40 The
polarization factorue1•e2u2 is 11cos2u for LBP1LBP and
LBP1UBP and sin2u for LBP1LE.17

Figure 23 shows the calculatedKm dependence of the
relative radiative decay rate. Here, the generalized Hopfi
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coefficients including theZ1,2 exciton are used@Eq. ~13!# and
B1s(k2) for LBP1LE is taken to be unity, wherek2 is the
wave number of longitudinal excitons. Compared to the c
culation with the one-oscillator model, the LBP1UBP chan-
nel is significantly modified,67 but the totalKm dependence is
not altered qualitatively since the contribution of this chan
is much smaller than that of the LBP1LBP channel. The
decay rate has a local maximum atKm52k0 because the
joint density of polariton states has a singularity in the p
of Km5k01k0 as discussed in Sec. V.61 The experimental
observation of the shorter decaytime~larger decay rate! for
Km50 than for Km.2k0 in Fig. 6 is reproduced by the
calculation.

If there are no polariton effects, biexcitons decay into
flat portion of the exciton dispersion for anyKm , leading to
the absence of theKm dependence of the radiative deca
rate. In this case the value of the decay rate should be alm
equivalent to those forKm.1.23106 cm21 in Fig. 23. In
the presence of polariton effects, by contrast,Km50 biexci-
tons decay into strongly coupled polariton states with a
cay rate 1.25 times larger~20% reduction in the decay time!
than in the case of no polariton effects, as evident from
difference betweenKm50 andKm.1.23106 cm21 in Fig.
23. The larger decay rate is due to the high efficiency
degenerate two-polariton emissions atKm50 and this is the
very effect of bipolariton coupling. Here both Hopfield coe
ficients and JDPS are responsible for the larger decay r
while the increase of the decay rate atKm52k0 is mainly
due to the singularity of the JDPS.31

The observed decay time is consistent with the estim
from the two-photon absorption width atKm50.31 The Km
dependence of a biexciton decay rate is also calculate
Ref. 31 on an exactly solvable BP model. The results in F
23 are slightly different from Fig. 9 of Ref. 31, where th
decay rate ofKm52k0 biexcitons is larger than that ofKm
50 biexcitons. This is because in Ref. 31 the polarizat

FIG. 23. TheKm dependence of the biexciton radiative dec
rates due to relaxation into two lower-branch polaritons~LBP
1LBP!, lower- and upper-branch polaritons~LBP1UBP!, and
lower-branch polaritons and longitudinal excitons~LBP1LE!, cal-
culated with Eq.~15!. In Fig. 5, LEP-HEP andMT-EX emissions
are from the LBP-LBP channel, LP-UP emissions from the LB
UBP channel, andML emissions from the LBP-LE channel.
9-15
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TOKUNAGA, KURIHARA, BABA, MASUMOTO, AND MATSUOKA PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 045209
factor ue1•e2u2 is taken as a constant, not as 11cos2u. The
calculation ofG(Km) on LBP1LBP with ue1•e2u251, which
corresponds to the polariton polarizations vertical to
plain made fromk1 andk2, reproduces almost the sameKm
dependence as in Fig. 9 of Ref. 31. The factor of co2u
comes from the polarizations parallel to the plane. AtKm
50, ue1•e2u252 because the angleu betweenk1 andk2 is
always 180°. For higherKm , the cos2u factor reduces
GLBP-LBP(Km) becauseu,180° in average.

The Km dependence of the biexciton absorption width
reported in Ref. 68, where the width atKm52k0 is larger
than atKm50 by a factor of 3. This is a trend opposite to th
present observation and theory, where the radiative lifet
at Km52k0 is longer than atKm50. In our observation, this
experimental fact is confirmed by several samples. The
son for the apparent inconsistency is explained as follo
The absorption width is determined by the phase-relaxa
time rather than the radiative lifetime, thus including n
only the radiative-relaxation contribution but also intraban
scattering contributions. ForKm50, the latter effects can b
neglected, but forKm52k0 or higher wave numbers,
sample-dependent elastic scattering rate affects the ab
tion width. Similarly, the decay time ofMT emissions gives
the phase-relaxation time as demonstrated in Ref. 33.
example, it is reported that the decay time ofMT emissions
ranges from 30–67 ps in different samples,64 suggesting
sample-dependent phase-relaxation times of biexcito
Four-wave mixing experiments also show shorter pha
relaxation times forKm52k0 than forKm50.66 Therefore in
Ref. 68 it is most likely that the width of the 2k0 biexciton
gives a larger value than the true radiative width.

Biexcitons are weakly interacting bosons with the pos
bility of Bose-Einstein condensation~BEC!, but there has
been no definite evidence so far although several signat
are observed.69 The shorter radiative lifetime forKm50 than
for higherKm implies that conditions for BEC of biexciton
are severer than previously expected. Note that the BEC
be monitored by the increase of the UP and LP emiss
intensities for Km50 biexcitons. In particular, since th
characteristics of the LP emissions will not be affected by
dense population of excitons and biexcitons because o
photonlike character, the LP emissions will give the clear
signature of the BEC.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The radiative transition channels ofKm-selectively ex-
cited biexcitons in CuCl are systematically studied fro
Km50 to Km52k0, and theKm dependence of all the relax
ation channels involving the upper- and lower-branch pol
tons is clarified in both one- and three-dimensional scatte
geometries. The upper- and lower-branch polariton~UBP
and LBP! pair emissions are observed in the range from 3
eV to 3.25 eV and the polariton-dispersion curves are p
cisely determined in this range. The two-oscillator polarit
dispersion including theZ1,2 exciton is essential for the cor
rect description of the radiative-decay channels.

Nearly degenerate two-polariton emissions~HLP, LLP,
HEP, LEP!, which are due to the decay into two lowe
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branch polaritons~LBP’s!, are observed for biexcitons bot
at Km.0 andKm.2k0 in the three-dimensional scatterin
condition. Their intensities are larger than those of non
generate polariton emissions simultaneously observed, s
as upper- and lower-branch polariton~UBP-LBP! pair emis-
sions and lower-branch polariton (MT) and transverse exci
ton ~EX! pair emissions. Completely degenerate emissio
which are the reverse process of degenerate two-photon
citation of biexcitons, from 2k0 biexcitons show the larges
intensity because of the van Hove singularity of the jo
density of polariton states.

The relative intensities between LBP-LBP and UBP-LB
emissions and between LBP-LBP andMT-EX emissions are
rigorously compared on the condition of fixed biexcito
wave vectors, showing good agreement with the biexci
radiative-decay theory based on the BP model without
free fitting parameters. Thus the theory is finally verifi
experimentally for all the polariton branches associated w
both ground- and excited-state excitons. The results for
exciton excited states are already reported separately.40 The
theory depicts that the biexciton radiative-decay rate is
termined by the biexciton wave function and the excit
components in final-state polaritons through the excit
exciton interaction, thus it depends explicitly on the Hopfie
B coefficients~exciton components!. The emission efficiency
is largest when the energies of two-polariton emissions
degenerate and have a broad resonance feature as a fun
of the signal polariton energy. This behavior comes from
Hopfield coefficient, which shows that the exciton comp
nent is widely distributed in the polariton branches as la
as .224 meV ~the vacuum Rabi splitting energy for th
ground-state exciton in CuCl! due to the strong exciton
photon coupling.32 This resonance behavior is in remarkab
contrast with the two-photon resonant absorption proce
the efficiency of which has a sharp resonance enhancem
at the exciton energy,31 not at the degenerate two-photo
energy. This is due to the additional enhancement of
input polariton density determined by the polariton gro
velocity.32,65

The radiative lifetimes ofKm.0 biexcitons are found to
be shorter than those of high-Km biexcitons. This is due to
the high efficiency of ~nearly! degenerate two-polariton
emissions forKm.0 biexcitons. The result is reproduced b
theKm dependence of the biexciton radiative lifetime, calc
lated by integrating the transition probabilities over all t
radiative relaxation channels experimentally identified. T
result of calculation shows that polariton effects reduce
lifetime of Km50 biexcitons by 20% from the case of n
polariton effects.

In spite of the high efficiency of the degenerate-emiss
process, it is proved that for collisionally excited biexcito
the degenerate-emission lines are absent and theM band
dominates in the emission spectra. This assures that for m
of the cases the emission spectra from thermally distribu
biexcitons can be analyzed without the transition matrix
ement, but only with the initial biexciton and final polarito
density of states.

The high efficiency of the degenerate emission proces
important because it is quite an effective parametric dow
9-16
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conversion process, the efficiency of which is enhanced
both bipolariton coupling and a large size of the biexcit
wave function@*dRC(R) in Eq. ~10!#.15 This process will
offer an attractive system for quantum optics70 in view of
quantum-mechanical properties of polaritons71,72 and en-
tangled photon pairs due to the exciton-exciton Coulo
correlation.73

The present experimental results show a clear evide
that nearKm50 biexcitons behave as bipolaritons, i.e., u
derlying polariton states determine the lifetime of nearKm
50 biexcitons. In this context, the term ‘‘bipolariton’’ doe
not refer to the internal structure of the biexciton wave fun
tion. So far it has been difficult to tell polariton modificatio
in the biexciton internal structure itself,74 which is a delicate
problem even for the present BP model because the biexc
wave function is not precisely known. Further investigati
of Km;0 biexcitons and rigorous comparison with theor
are necessary to reveal the influence of the light on the v
internal structure of the biexciton wave function.
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APPENDIX A

From the simple algebra of Eqs.~1! and ~2!,

EL,l
2 5

1

2 FEL8
21El8

26A~EL8
22El8

2!214
a1saZ

«b
2

ET
2Et

2G .

~A1!

Thus, the longitudinal energiesEL,l for the two-oscillator
polariton dispersion are shifted from the one-oscillator ca
EL,l8 .

APPENDIX B

The full expressions of the biexciton radiative-dec
theory are given in Ref. 39 and the angle dependenc
given in Ref. 17 as summarized below. The transition r
for biexcitonsKm→ polariton pairsk11k2 (Em5E11E2) is
given by

g~Km ,E1!5
2p

\
r~k1 ,k2!ue1•e2u2

3U(
i , j

Bi~k1!Bj~k2!Wi , jCi , jU2

, ~B1!

wherer is the JDPS given by

r~k1 ,k2!5
1

dE1

dk1
2

dE2

dk2
cosu

~B2!

with the internal scattering angleu betweenk1 and k2 ,
ue1•e2u2 is the polarization factor given by 11cos2u for
transverse excitons,17 Bn is the generalized Hopfield coeffi
04520
y

b

ce
-

-

on

ry

s

s

is
e

cient (ns exciton component!,32 and Wi , j (5Em2Eis2Ejs)
is the Coulomb interaction between theis and js excitons.
The projection of the biexciton wave function onto excito
excited states reads

Ci , j S k12k2

2 D5E dRdr1dr2G* ~R,r1 ,r2!f i~r1!f j~r2!

3ei
k12k2

2 R, ~B3!

where fn is the ns exciton wave function. The biexciton
wave function is expressed by

G~R,r1 ,r2!5(
i , j

(
k

Ci , j~k!f i~r1!f j~r2!eikR. ~B4!

For biexciton emissions into the ground-state exciton
laritons @Eq. ~15!#, the following approximate expression
hold:

g~Km ,E1!.
2p

\
r~k1 ,k2!ue1•e2u2

3uB1s~k1!B1s~k2!W1,1C1,1u2, ~B5!

G~R,r1 ,r2!.(
k

C1,1~k!f1~r1!f1~r2!eikR

5C~R!f1~r1!f1~r2!, ~B6!

C1,1S k12k2

2 D.E dRC* ~R!ei
k12k2

2 R, ~B7!

W1,15Em~Km!2E1s~k1!2E1s~k2!

5Em~Km50!1
\2uk11k2u2

4M1s
2E1s~k150!

2
\2k1

2

2M1s
2E1s~k250!2

\2k2
2

2M1s

52em2
\2uk12k2u2

4M1s
, ~B8!

where M1s is the 1s-exciton mass. This form forW1,1 is
given in Ref. 31.

Further, for the emissions fromKm;0 biexcitons such as
nearly degenerate polariton emissions@Eq. ~10!#, all the k
dependences can be neglected such that

C1,1.E dRC* ~R! ~B9!

and

W1,1.2em. ~B10!

In fact, thek dependence ofW1,1 gives a correction of 1% in
the transition rate foruKmu,2k0.

In the approximation of parallel (u50) and antiparallel
(u5p) emissions ~one-dimensional scattering condition!
@Eq. ~19!#, the polarization factorue1•e2u2 can also be set a
a constant.
9-17
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APPENDIX C

The integration of Eqs.~14!, ~15!, and~21! is performed
as follows. In the cylindrical coordinate withKmikz and
F(k1 ,k2)5ue1•e2u2uB1s(k1)B1s(k2)u2,

G~Km!}E dk1dk2d~Km2k12k2!

3d~Em2E12E2!F~k1 ,k2!

5E krdkrdkzdfd~Em2E!F~k1 ,Km2k1!

52pE krdEdkz

d~Em2E!

]E

]kr

F

52pE krdkz

F

dE1

dk1

]k1

]kr
1

dE2

dk2

]k2

]kr

52pE dkz

F

dE1

dk1

1

k1
1

dE2

dk2

1

k2

, ~C1!
y

1

04520
yielding Eq.~21!. In the spherical coordinate withKmikz and
the polar angleu1,2 betweenKm andk1,2,

G~Km!}E k1
2sinu1du1dk1dfd~Em2E!F

52pE du1

k1
2sinu1F

dE1

dk1
1

dE2

dk2

]k2

]k1

52pE du1

k1
2sinu1F

dE1

dk1
2

dE2

dk2
cosu

, ~C2!

whereu5u11u2. This gives the same result as Eq.~C1!. In
the case of antiparallel emissions (u5p),

G~Km!}DV
k1

2

vg~k1!1vg~k2!
F, ~C3!

whereDV52p*du1sinu1 ~the solid angle of observation!
andvg is the polariton group velocity.
.
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